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by an organization to force people to its will. We found that in the Presbyterian

set-up. They have a pension system - a man's under the pension system. I know men

who have submitted to all kinds of modernism (13.25)

And that's a danger. Now if it could be made in such a way that a man had it as his

right and it wasn't subject to some authority, maybe that would be the

But I know as it has been, it has been used as a club

unfortunately. Yes? (Student question) That is an insurance plan which is not de

pendent upon the action of the denomination but which a man voluntarily enters and

which therefore he would have as a right. That would seem to have a very definite

Of course that's just regu1.r insurance except that it's made

an annuity type which you get les? (Student question)
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so that this type of two terms right together again. Then in I Peter 5:1 Peter says

"The elders which are among you I exhort, who am also an elder" - . So Peter here

calls himself an elder and he calls upon them - "the elders who are among you" - that

suggests a plurality although it might be among the whole world as far as that's con

cerned, but it suggests it at least, a plurality. And then he goes on about them on

=xxxxxxxxxxx the point we've just been looking at - what are the elders

to do 7 - I Peter 5:2 -"P..d. the flock of God which is among you, taking the

thereof he's taking the oversight, the overseers

The elders - that's a quality - they are to do the

the oversight, the word of , the same thing -overseer, a bishop,

XXXXXXXXX one who oversees. That again ties it together. Well then,this is a

general heading I've given you for "Z" and under it, it seems rather natural to dis

cuss the very point that Mr. Burdan has just raised. Number 1 - the words "Elder"

and "Bishop" are used interchangeably for the chief officers of the local church.

That is where the authority rests within the church though as I said, I believe

it is an authority which rests back upon the congregation which has elected these

men. Dr. Buswell LIYItxpx1adnWt MADE a statement last summer, and someone else
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